Peter Paul Biro
Discouery consists of seeing what eueryone has seen and thinking what nobody has
thought. - Albert Szent-Gyorgyi I
The newly discovered poured abstractions in Alex Matter's possession have, for obvious
reasons, been subject to extensive scrutiny. With the question of their authorship remaining
unresolved, not only have the mainstays of art historical investigation for decades-formal
and material analyses-been brought to bear, but even computer algorithms have also been
employed to determine whether some of the Matter pieces may be authenticated. Close visual
inspection of the Matter pieces has also yielded another piece of material evidence: a finger
print. This discovery has invited yet another mode of analysis into the fray: forensic.
Technically speaking, fingerprints are representations of the papillary ridges of the distal
phalanges of the fingers. In the early twentieth century, math matical analyses predicted
the possible existence of sixty-four billion fingerprint patterns, considerably more than the
present human population of the planet. The individuality of a fingerprint is not determined
by its general shape or pattern, but by the configuration of its ridge characteristics-the
combination of a number of characteristics in a given finger impression being specific to a
particular print.
To clarify matters further, fingerprints can be s ubdivided into latent fingerprints, stamped
impressions, and plastic impressions. A finger may leave a latent print due to the presence
of fatty substances produced by the sebaceous glands in the skin : the kinds of prints found
on objects s uch as drinking glasses, windowpanes, etc., when touched with an otherwise
clean finger. A latent print will not survive for long. It is called "latent" or "invisible" because
it requires development with black powder or iodine fuming to make it visible. A stamped
impression leaves a mark w,ith whatever material contamination may be present on the
finger (e.g., ink, paint, etc.). An inked finger will leave a stamped impression. Depending on
the substance deposited, the longevity of the fingerprint is contingent on the longevity of that
substance. If that substance is oil paint, the print may, if conditions permit, be preserved
indefinitely. When the finger is impressed into soft material such as partially dried paint,

putty, wax, or a similarly pliable substance, it leaves a plastic
impression, in other words, it can be seen in relief. The longevity
of the impression again depends entirely on the substance into
which it was deposited in combination with other environmental
factors. Under the right conditions, oil paint can also preserve a
plastic impression indefinitely.

Since no two individuals ever share the same fingerprints, :l law
enforcement has reliably availed itself of this form of evidence
from the beginning of the twentieth century onward. But it was
employed in the successful attribution of a painting only some
hundred years later.;] This is all the more surprising given that th
presence of human contact evidence is far more frequently found
on works of art than is generally acknowledged, and, regrettably,
many present-day conservators and restorers, failing to recognize
its direct relevance to art historical study, are still washing off
forensic evidence from paintings as if it were some kind of imper
fection. In the case of J. M. W. Turner, for example, a painter who
modeled pigment with his fingertips, over a thousand examples o
finger and palm prints are still visible on his paintings, sketches,
and watercolors. ,1

But Turner is no exception. Artists have used their bare hands in
the creative process-employing their fingers to evoke a variety
of effects-ever since pre-history. The potential for fingerprints
to be left on the surface of their work, either by accident or by
design, is thus hardly negligible . In the Renaissance, for instance
both Raphael and Leonardo relied on their fingertips to stamp
fine ridges onto their paintings and create delicate and subtle
evocations of shading unattainable with the brush. 5 Fingerprints,
moreover, are not only found on the surface of paintings. If paints
palettes, and assorted paraphernalia have been preserved rela
tively intact in an a r tist's studio, they may provide another rich
source of forensic evidence. Since access to such implements is
usually limited, and since most pigments dry in a relatively short
period of time (typically in hours or days), opportunities for a plas
tic impression to have been left in paint, though numerous, are
nonetheless restricted t
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Against this backdrop, then, does the fingerprint (fig. 2) found on
the recto of Untitled (Horizontall) in Matter's collection (Newman
fig. 25), a painting in gouache on board that measures 7 112 x 10
7/8 inches, match any of the fingerprints found in Pollock's stu
dio? Under magnification, a close inspection of a high-resolution
image of the fingerprint on the Matter painting l6 (A) does indeed
resemble a stamped impression of another fingerprint found on a
paint can at the Study Center (B) Y The similarities are difficult
t.o discern because the print on the Matter piece reveals a sub
stance in the furrows of the fingerprint. This means
Fig. 3. Comparison o f fingerprint f
that considerable pressure was applied when the print
paint can in 1he Pollock. Krasner S
was deposited . The application of pressure, in turn,
can distort the impression, especially as our skin and
fingertips are soft and flexible . The print on the can,
A
conversely, was deposited with paint on the top of the
ridges. This kind of situation is often visually confusing
and should therefore be approached with great care. In
essence, the same finger may leave two prints with the
same characteristics, but with a different (compliment
ary) topography. The impression on the can, moreover,
6
is not ofthe highest quality, while that on the Matter
Painting is very clear-apart from some minor obstruc
tions, such as tiny splattered paint droplets deposited
above it, and some air bubbles forming miniature "cra
ters" visible under magnification. The presence of these
obstructions, however, coupled with the print's plastic
impression , suggest that the print was deposited not
only in paint that had not yet dried , but also while the
painting was in progress.
In order to establish the uniqueness of a fingerprint, 18 the com
parison process hinges on the general pattern of the flow of ridges.
Similar characteristics such as bifurcations, ridges ending, dots ,
islands etc., need not just appear, they need to appear in the same
position relative to one another. When these century-old principles
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one from the paint can found in Pollock's stu
dio (B), six corresponding but no contradictory
characteristics could be identified. 1 refers to
dot; 2, 3, 4, and 5 to bifurca tions; and 6 to a ri
ending. The same characteristics appear, and
the same relative position, in both examples. 1
Fig. 2. Fingerprint found on recto of
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Whether the presence of these six correspond
characteristics will be sufficient to establish a
consensus among forensic scientists that the t
prints are identical, and, among art historians, that an attribu
tion to Pollock is potentially warranted, remains to be seen. In
the meantime, as more of Pollock's paintings and implements a
scrutinized, a greater number of higher-quality fingerprints mi
be available for comparative purposes. More broadly, as simila
situations arise, and more fingerprints are discovered on works
of art, it is almost certain that forensic evidence will join forma
stylistic, and material analyses, as well as the determination o
provenance, to become one more standard instrument in the ar
historian's tool kit, at least whenever questions of authenticati
anse.
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